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Instructions to Host
Name of Host  _____________________________________ Category Assignment ________________________________
Main Responsibility
As host of your category, you are ACSI’s representative. Your general responsibility is to welcome our guests, put them at ease, and 
be master of ceremonies for your group.

Before the Speech Meet
1. Report to the training seminar scheduled before the meet begins. Please be prompt. You should be in your appointed room 15 

minutes before the meet begins. Check the ventilation and be sure the room is comfortable and has enough chairs. Reserve three 
chairs in the back of the room for the judges (not too close together).

2. If there are any changes in the program, you will receive a note from the registration table. Be sure to change your program, and if 
it involves a change the judges should know about, be sure to notify them.

To Begin the Speech Meet
3. Begin promptly! Open the session with a greeting, a prayer, announcements, judge information, etc. 

“Welcome to the ACSI Senior High Speech Meet. In this room, the grade and category we will hear is __________. If you 
are in the wrong room, now is the time to go to the room where your group is meeting.”

4. Lead in prayer.

5. Make announcements, such as the following: 
“As we proceed today, I shall introduce each student by name or number and title. Most of you have a complete program, 
and if you follow it, you will know the school he or she represents. In order for the judges to be completely impartial, we 
are omitting these facts from our announcements. Students are responsible for following their programs and for coming 
to the front of the room when their names or numbers and selections are announced. We prefer that members of the 
audience not leave the room unless it is absolutely necessary, and then, only between selections. We would like each 
student to have a fair opportunity without interruption or distraction. No one should speak to the judges at any time.” 
“Judges, please indicate if you do not have enough time for scoring.” 
“To ease tension and to encourage one another, feel free to applaud.”

6. Introduce the judges by name (do not mention their school affiliation).

After the Speech Meet
Announce where the awards assembly will be held. Ask everyone to move quietly through the halls and to not interrupt student 
presentations in other rooms.
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Instructions to Door Monitors
Name of Monitor  ___________________________________ Grade/Category Assignment ___________________________
Main Responsibility
As door monitor, your main responsibility is to see that each participant is given a chance to be heard under the best of conditions. 
Therefore, keeping noise, talking, and movement at a minimum will help.

One of the greatest distractions occurs when people move in and out of the rooms. Do not permit anyone to leave or enter the room 
while a presentation is in process.

Unnecessary talking is a distraction, not only for the participants, but for the judges as well.

You may find it helpful to know the location of restrooms nearest you so you can be helpful in giving directions.

Before the Speech Meet
Report to the training seminar scheduled before the meet begins. At the end of the meeting, you may guide the judges and host, for 
your grade and category, to the assigned room.

During the Speech Meet
If the room you are attending has two doors, please ensure that the front door of the room is kept closed at all times! Persons entering 
or exiting should use the room’s back door. If the room has only one door, station yourself inside the room, in front of the door, to 
prevent possible interruptions during a presentation. You should open the door between presentations, indicating the proper time to 
enter or exit.

After the Speech Meet
1. Pick up any trash (and/or leftover programs) around the room.

2. Close any open windows.

3. Take down signs from the judges’ seats and the doors, and remove tape from them.

4. Return signs to the registration table or a preassigned place.

5. You are welcome to watch the awards assembly in the sanctuary/auditorium.

6. Assist students as they return to their buses and/or parents for departure. Thank you for being a good representative of our school 
for our guests!
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Instructions for Tabulation Room Workers
Name of Tabulator __________________________________
General Information
Ideally, there should be six workers and six separate tables/work areas. Each one will cover a category or group of categories. 
Example: (1) Dramatic interpretation/Children’s literature, etc. If enough workers are available, they may work in teams or divide into 
more work areas. For speed and accuracy, each work area should be identified with a sign (such as humorous interpretation).

The tabulation forms will be filled out in advance according to grade, category, student number, and student name.

Runners will bring the judging sheets from the category presentation rooms to the tabulation room. Judging sheets can be handed 
directly to the tabulators or to a disperser who will sort the sheets according to grade/category and then take them to the appropriate 
work area.

Tabulation Procedures
Note: The tabulation procedures described below refer to a set of three judging sheets. If there are only two judges in a 
category, resulting in only two judging sheets, add the two judging sheets together, then divide by two to get the student’s 
average. The award is determined by this average. (All other procedures remain the same.)
 1.  Work with one student’s set of judging sheets at a time. Go over each of the three sheets to determine the following:

  a.   Is each of the areas scored? (If not, find the judge and ask for the sheet to be completed. If the judge is not available, fill in the 
area with what would appear to be an average score, compared to the rest of that sheet.)

  b.  Are the points added correctly? (If not, correct the addition.)

 2.  Compare the total scores of these three sheets. Are the totals within a ten-point radius? (If not, send the judging sheets back to 
the judges and ask them to adjust their scores to fall within the ten-point range.)

 3.    Now match the grade and category of the judging sheets with the student’s number/name on the correct tabulation sheet, and 
insert the three scores.

 4.  Add the scores together to determine the total points earned by this student, and insert this total on the tabulation sheet.

 5.  On the tabulation sheet, calculate the average and write in the award earned by the student.

 6.  Go to the next student’s three judging sheets and repeat the above procedure.
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Instructions to Timers
Name of Timer  ____________________________________ Category Assignment ________________________________

Main Responsibility
The official timekeeper is responsible for operating the stopwatch and reporting to the judges the amount of time used for each 
presentation.

In addition, to assist the students, the timekeeper will hold up a card marked 2 when two minutes remain, and another card marked 0 
when the maximum time has lapsed.

It is most important for the timekeeper to know the time permitted for the category and for the division (lower and upper).

Before the Speech Meet
Report to the training seminar that is scheduled before the meet begins. At the end of the seminar, go to your assigned room.

Before the first student begins, the timing procedure must be explained to the group.

During the Speech Meet
Begin the stopwatch with the first word or movement by the student. Carefully observe the time. When two minutes remain, hold high 
the card marked 2. Two minutes later, hold up the card marked 0 to indicate that time has run out.

The stopwatch must continue to run until the student’s last word or movement so that the total amount of time used can be recorded.

After the presentation is completed, the timekeeper should quietly inform the judges of the amount of time used.

After the Speech Meet
1. You are welcome to watch the program in the sanctuary/auditorium.

2. Assist students as they return to their buses and/or parents for return travel. Thank you for being a good representative of our 
school to our guests!
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